The Unchain platform is launching soon!
Sign-up to receive updates on our progress.
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Overlapping Staff and Leadership

Leadership Team
High-level experience in supply chain labor policy, operations and technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board Members</th>
<th>Tech Council</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Krishna Patel**
President of UNCHAIN Foundation

**Sharon Prince**
Treasurer of UNCHAIN Foundation

**Carl Hartman**
Director of UNCHAIN Foundation and Global CEO of RedRose Communications

**Carl Preller**
Director of UNCHAIN Foundation

**Paul Williamson**
Director of UNCHAIN Foundation

**Mohammed Amersi**
Co-founder and CEO of Emergent Telecom Ventures

**Richard Schechter**
Grace Farms Foundation's Senior Justice Advisor
Events at Grace

THE DEMAND FOR ETHICAL SUPPLY EVENTS

Conscious Consumerism
Grace Farms, May 3, 2019 | 7pm - 8pm | free
Join us for a discussion about the role that companies and consumers can play in supporting ethical supply chains. Grace Farms Founder and Justice Initiative Director, Krishna Patel, will lead. Read more

Click here to register.

What A.I. Can Teach Us About Fairness
Grace Farms, May 23, 2019 | 7pm - 8pm | free
Harvard researcher and best-selling technology writer joins us for a conversation about Artificial Intelligence as discussed in his recent book. Read more

Click here to register.

Blockchain as a Source for Global Good
Grace Farms, May 23, 2019 | 7pm - 8pm | free
Wharton School professor and author discusses his book on blockchain technology. Read more

Corporate Engagement
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Grace Farms Team

Team

Sharon Prince  
President and Founder  
Grace Farms  
Foundation

Kristina Patel  
Justice Initiative Director  
Grace Farms  
Foundation

Rod Khattabi  
Director of Global Justice Initiative Trainings & Risk Officer  
Grace Farms  
Foundation

Ambassador Luis c.deBaca  
Senior Justice Initiative Advisor  
Grace Farms  
Foundation

Richard Schechter  
Senior Justice Initiative Advisor  
Grace Farms  
Foundation

Karen Kariuki  
Community Initiative & Strategic Partnerships Director  
Grace Farms  
Foundation

Kenyon Victor Adams  
Arts Initiative Creative Director  
Grace Farms  
Foundation

Matthew Croasmun  
Faith Initiative Director  
Grace Farms  
Foundation
Richard Schechter – Direct relationship with Unchain
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High-level experience in supply chain labor policy, operations and technology.
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A Call for Systemic Change

by Ambassador Luis C. deBaca, former United States Ambassador-at-Large to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons

There are more than 2,000 non-governmental organizations fighting human trafficking on the front lines around the world. These organizations are essential to the communities that they serve, but are often overwhelmed by the daily exigencies of working with clients keeping the power on, fixing the roof, and all the while hustling for grants or donations. As a result, they often work in isolation - from each other and from society. They are so busy doing important work that they are unable to force the systemic changes necessary to end trafficking.

Maximizing social impact requires a global movement, where people realize the imperative of freedom and insist (to their governments, to companies, and to institutions) that ending human trafficking is a priority. Unchain seeks to support front-line NGOs by generating mass awareness of the issue to help lift and connect the entire sector. The RED and ONE campaigns have harnessed similar movements, successfully engaging both the private sector and general public in raising awareness and funds to help fight HIV/AIDS.

As President Obama's Ambassador to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons, I gave out approximately $25 million in grants each year to fight a $150 billion criminal industry. Not only were my efforts dwarfed by the traffickers' profits, but I always had to wrestle with one key question. "Should the money be allocated to cleaning up the wreckage of this tragedy and funding critical after-care projects, or should it be spent on prevention, prosecution, and systemic change?" It felt like a zero-sum game due to the paucity of resources, even at the governmental level.

To truly end slavery, we need to move beyond just picking up the pieces of lives broken by exploitation. Service provision alone doesn't prevent the pimp from recruiting another victim. It doesn't prevent the kiln operator from getting new bonded laborers or the rich lady from exploiting another vulnerable domestic helper. I strongly believe that Unchain will put pressure on governments and businesses to prevent trafficking and foster more funding in the sector for direct services. In a world with over 40 million enslaved, the 60,000 or so victims rescued by NGOs are just a drop in the bucket. Through Unchain, we have an opportunity to disrupt the business models that make trafficking profitable, help the victims of this crime, and break the chains of slavery once and for all.